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Abstract
Algorithms have long outperformed humans in tasks with objective answers. In medicine, finance, chess,
and other objective fields, AI have been shown to consistently outperform human cognition. However,
algorithms currently underperform human cognition in creative tasks, such as writing fiction or
brainstorming ideas. We propose a study that investigates how humans rely on algorithmic and human
recommendations differently in creative tasks, and whether that effect changes based on task difficulty. We
synthesize the current theoretical landscape and propose what the likely effects of algorithmic versus
human recommendations are on cognitive effort, belief change, and confidence in output.
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Introduction
Algorithms excel at two things: prediction and classification (Goodfellow et al. 2016). This makes them
excellent at intellective tasks, those with objective, well-defined answers. Weather forecasting (Silver 2012),
maximizing stock market returns (Zuckerman 2019), and playing chess (Dockrill 2017; Silver et al. 2017)
are all tasks that algorithms consistently outperform even the best humans in their respective fields. This is
because there is an objective function on which to optimize – in the stock market it is returns relative to a
benchmark; in chess it’s the probability of winning the chess game. However, algorithms are much worse
at tasks without a well-defined dependent variable on which to optimize. Although algorithms have been
used to write chapters of books (Tewari 2019) and imitate lyrics of popular musicians (Alexander 2017), no
one would consider current AI attempts at these creative endeavors to be within the realm of human
sophistication. This paper proposes an investigation into how humans respond differently to
recommendations for answers to creative tasks, depending on whether they believe the recommendation
originates from an algorithm or a human.

Literature Review
When humans receive input from an external source to help them with a task, they are likely to use that
input, and as a consequence, expend less cognitive effort (Parasuraman and Riley 1997). This process is
called automation bias. Humans are capable of both under-relying and over-relying on external input, and
automation bias can be present as a result of fellow human input and non-human input, such as from an AI
(Dzindolet et al. 2002). Automation bias occurs because humans are cognitive misers, who are prone to
social loafing (Parasuraman and Dietrich 2010). Automation bias towards an AI recommendation relative
to a human recommendation is rational in fields in which AI can plausibly outperform humans, such as
chess or finance.
Human preferences towards recommendations from other humans has been researched for decades; the
original paper documenting the phenomena was written more than 60 years ago (Meehl 1954). Prior
research indicates that humans demonstrate preferences toward human recommendations after they have
seen an algorithm make a mistake (Dietvorst et al. 2015). This phenomenon is algorithmic aversion. In
intellective tasks, such as guessing the weight of an individual, people usually display algorithmic
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appreciation, a preference toward recommendations from algorithms, when people haven’t observed the
algorithm make a mistake (Logg et al. 2019). Humans also display more confidence and greater reliance on
advice when receiving recommendations from algorithms compared to recommendations from humans in
intellective tasks (ibid). Algorithmic appreciation is likely affected by humans’ natural propensity to be
overconfident.
Overconfidence is extremely common (Kruger and Dunning 1999; Moore and Healy 2008) and makes
people rely less on recommendations of peers than they should (Yaniv and Kleinberger 2000). People are
overconfident because they believe their analyses are more objective (Liberman et al. 2012). When humans
receive advice from a peer, the rational act is to average the advice of the peer with one’s own belief, giving
the peer’s advice a 50% weight. However, because of overconfidence, we usually see a weight of
approximately 30% on the advice of the peer (Yaniv and Kleinberger 2000). However, this effect changes
based on the difficulty of the task. In harder tasks, people tend to use advice more (Gino and Moore 2007).
We propose to investigate algorithmic appreciation in the context of creative tasks, in which humans
currently outperform AI. We differentiate between tasks by use McGrath’s Circumplex Model of Group
Tasks, see Figure 1. The circumplex model has two types of tasks that we focus on. Intellective tasks, those
with objective, correct answers, and creative tasks, those focused on generating ideas.
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Figure 1. McGrath's Circumplex Model
Algorithms are excellent at most intellective tasks, assuming large enough datasets on which to train. They
are far less good at creative tasks, given the lack of an objective metric on which AI can maximize. There
has been some success with algorithms in creative tasks. Algorithms can now generate images of faces that
appear human (Kerras et al. 2019) and AI can make online reviews that fool human detectors (Yao et al.
2017). Google and Microsoft have created software that can automatically label certain images, such as
landscapes (Kamps 2016; Torbet 2019). However, these steps do not mean algorithms are as good as
humans in general purpose creativity tasks.
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Propositions
The general propensities to trust recommendations of AI are similar to human propensities to trust
recommendations of humans. When an AI has a low observed accuracy, humans are less likely to use its
recommendations (Ying et al. 2019). Studies looking at cognitive effort have also observed that humans use
more cognitive effort in tasks with AI recommendations when they are told the proportion of humans who
also used the AI (Alexander et al. 2018). If humans are aware of the current landscape of AI in creative
writing tasks, they may be puzzled at the high quality of these allegedly AI-generated captions. We expect
that this will make them think more deeply about the problem. These findings, in conjunction with the
knowledge that AI are worse than humans at creative tasks, lead us to our first proposition.
Proposition 1A: In creative tasks, humans will use more cognitive effort when recommendations are given
by an algorithm.
We are also interested in the interaction between the difficulty of the task and whether the recommendation
is from an AI or from a human. This is because most people assume they are smarter than average (Kruger
and Dunning 1999). Humans also have a tendency to believe that other humans can outperform AI, because
humans can assimilate cues unavailable to the AI, such as social cues (Sundar et al. 2009).
Proposition 1B: In creative tasks, the effect of the algorithmic recommendation on cognitive effort will be
stronger in more difficult tasks.
If the humans in our study are aware the humorous political cartoon captions are currently beyond the
capabilities of even sophisticated AI, they may be somewhat suspicious of our claim that AI generated the
caption we show them. We postulate that this suspicion will make our subjects try to differentiate
themselves from proposed AI captions more than they try to differentiate themselves from human captions.
This informs the degree to which we expect subjects to change their answer. Thus, we propose:
Proposition 2: In creative tasks, humans will exhibit less belief change when receiving recommendations
from an algorithm.
Finally, we look at the effect on confidence. We expect that in easy tasks subjects will be confident regardless
of the type of advisor. This is because the optimal answer in an easy creative task is easy to achieve. Thus,
we expect that the type of advisor does not affect confidence in easy tasks. Thus we propose:
Proposition 3A: In easy creative tasks, humans will be equally confident in their output when they receive
recommendations from an algorithm compared to recommendations from a human.
However, we expect this to change in hard creative tasks, because the optimal answer is far less achievable.
In hard creative tasks, such as painting, writing, or teaching, algorithms dramatically underperform
humans. AI are notoriously not creative – in pop culture it is common to describe someone who is
uncreative as “robotic.” Thus we expect that in hard creative tasks, humans will be more confident when
they receive recommendations from a human.
Proposition 3B: In hard creative tasks, humans will be less confident in their output when they receive
recommendations from an algorithm.

Experimental Design
We propose a 2*2 between-subjects experiment in which we vary task difficulty and whether subjects are
told they are receiving a recommendation from an algorithm. The hard tasks will be captioning a political
cartoon, the easy tasks will be captioning a landscape. We will tell all subjects that bonuses will be awarded
for the top 20% of captions. For easy captions, we will tell subjects their goal should be accuracy, for hard
captions, we will tell subjects their goal should be humor. Because we expect all subjects to be able to
accurately caption landscapes, we will pay the bonus to anyone who includes a plausible of an image. Each
subject will be asked to caption 10 images, five difficult and five easy. After the captioning for all images
concludes, we will use a manipulation check, asking them whether their advisor was an algorithm or a
human.
The first dependent variable of interest is cognitive effort. We will measure this using the time it takes to
generate a caption, a common measure of cognitive effort in MIS (Moravec et al. 2019). The second
dependent variable is belief change, the degree to which a subject changes their original caption when they
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see a recommendation. We will use human raters to judge how different the submitted captions are from
the original caption. Third, we will look at how confident each subject is that their caption is funny, using a
Likert scale from 1-6.
Creating captions for political cartoons are a quintessential difficult creative task – it is fundamentally
generating ideas. We will recruit subjects from Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). Subjects will see an image,
caption the image, and then be exposed to a recommendation, which will be labeled as generated by either
a human or AI. Then, subjects will be asked to generate a new caption for this same political cartoon. We
will assess time by taking the total time it takes to write a caption after the individual has arrived at the web
page where they can input their caption. We will assess belief change by using human raters to rank the
captions by which are most similar to the recommendation. We will assess confidence by using a Likert
scale asking how confident the subjects are that their caption is humorous.

Conclusion
We propose an experimental design that assesses whether humans rely differently on the advice from
humans compared to the advice of AI. In addition, we assess whether this advice affects cognitive effort,
belief change, and confidence. This research is situated in a unique space, as most literature on algorithmic
appreciation looks at intellective tasks, where AI should dominate humans, whereas we propose examining
the effects on creative tasks, where humans currently outperform AI. Future work should look at how AI
and human recommendations affect cognitive effort, quality, confidence, and novelty across other types of
tasks in McGrath’s Circumplex model. A systematic comparison of how humans respond to AI and human
predictions across a variety of tasks could be a fruitful line of inquiry in MIS human-AI research. This study
has clear limitations. Our manipulation of whether an experimental subject is exposed to human or AI
recommendations could create suspicion that the captions labeled as AI-generated were actually generated
by humans, if subjects are aware of the current limitations of AI text generation. We believe that on Amazon
Mechanical Turk there are not many people who are aware of the boundaries of AI natural language
processing techniques, so we do not expect this to be a fatal flaw.
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